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Translator's Preface

The interior of a Japanese* house is empty, compared
to a Western our \\liere paintings, vases, furniture

and lumps fill the space* permanently. The only per-

manent fixtures of a Japanese room are a built-in

alcove, the strongly patterned tatami floor mats, and

the textures and surfaces of the walls and sliding

doors. All else is folded and put away tables, cush-

ions, writing desks, reading lamps, the bedding. A

Japanese interior flaunts space as its major attribute.

Especially is this strikingly apparent in the tea-

room, \irtually empty, which symbolizes the Taoist

idea of the all-containing and meets the demand for

tht 1 aesthetic need for continued change with carefully

selected seasonal objects to enhance the air and beauty
within the room; for example, in the summer, a low

flat bo\\l for flowers so that the water is visible and

cooling; in the winter, deep teacups to retain the heat

of the tea as against the shallow nips for summer.

There is an anecdote told of Hikiu, the greatest

tea-master, which illustrates well the sense of occasion

and its subtle enhancement. "That's not enough," he

tells his son as the latter finishes sweeping and water-

ing the garden. The son returns to the job, watering
the rocks and raking the sand again. The father then

shows him the proper way to prepare a tea-garden, by

shaking a maple tree to scatter freshly its gold and

crimson leaves over a garden path.

The bare spaces in a Japanese room and the austere

severity of a tea-garden emphasize whatever appears
in them, just as silence magnifies a thunder clap. Per-

haps it is this realization that has guided the Japanese
in their creation of form, their exploration of each one

to the limits of its aesthetic logic and their preserva-
tion of the perfected statement through the ages
the cultural categorizing and classifying of them for

systematic presentation. This reveals a characteristic

inability to deal intellectually with aesthetic objects,

and shows that their approach is essentially intuitive

and poetic. They are intensely involved in creating
forms and naming them; and each name is like 1 a poem
for them, rich with overtones, nuances, and delight,

just as Kmerson has said that each word, when first

uttered, was a poem. The forms the Japanese have

created which are gathered here* arc- the products of

sensibility, just as their poems are a poetry of sen-

sibility.

Herein lies the difficulty. For sensibility is an area

where artists feel at ease but scholars and interpreters
often find themselves lost. For the artist is satisfied if

he senses immediately and directly tht 1 aesthetic mes-

sage; he is not usually compelled to explain or convey
what it is he has grasped. Scholars and interpreters,

however, are expected to explain. Thus they are often

embarrassed as they have tried to translate a poem
to convey its meaning, often over formidable cultural

gaps, until it has been explained quite away or ex-

panded with interpretation and commentary, evap-

orating its subtleties and destroying directness by
circumlocution. Fortunately, however, these lovely
forms gathered here do not need translators as do

poems. Kven more fortunately, the author is a person
of sensibility who has for the first time presented
these speaking forms in a systematic manner so that

their visual aspects become most concrete and imme-

diately tangible.

In my translation 1 have tried to render the text as

literally and naturally as possible; I have tried never

to explain it away or to translate the elusive into the

obvious. Such faithfulness, I feel, is especially aj>-

propriate because, since Japanese thinking is essen-

tially aesthetic, the Japanese language has evolved

and developed non-logically. Consequently this non-

logical pattern of thought appears quite frequently in

Japanese* writings, and this text is no exception.
Therefore I have tried to be as literal as possible in

the hope that this characteristic will become clear to

the reader.
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Perhaps he will at times wonder if too great an

exploitation of a non-logical approach is not danger-

ously close to the illogical. One instance may be the

author's use of the term tetrahedron, which he asks to

have regarded as a figure of speech only.

During the course of translating the text, 1 could

easily find the English equivalent of Japanese words

on a concrete plan: for instance 1

, mint for "see," ki for

"tree," akti for "red," etc. However with those Japa-
nese words that describe a more nicely discriminated

aesthetic level, often I could find no happy equivalent
in English; the more subtle the discrimination, the

more difficult it became. The difficulty reminded me
once again that we in the West are not aware of the

need to name certain aesthetic qualities and the dis-

tinctions between them which the Japanese have cre-

ated and named with the special kind of sensibility

cultivated by them as their exclusive preoccupation

over their long history. Take 1 for instance the term

shibiii, now in vogue among our interior decorators,

who have of course exploited only one nexus of its

meaning. Other equally recondite terms are \ugen, suhi,

mono no tnvttre, sugiita, and so on. Rut the effort to

seize such terms in their full range of meaning is

profitable. For they enrich our perceptions. Here to

my mind is one of the greatest values of a book such

as this; its careful stud}' can add another dimension

to our grasp of the aesthetically satisfying.

Honolulu, Hinvaii Kenneth Yasuda

August, 7,96*4
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Co-ordinates of Forms

Differences between the cultural forms of Japan and

those of Europe and America are evident not only in

such large designs as villages and buildings but also

in such things as toys and eating utensils. These

differences always creep gradually and inevitably to

the fore as Japanese artists and designers create their

works, no matter bow fervently they try to imitate^
*

the West. This is probably owing to the same force

that makes Japanese writers eventually do an about-

face and return to Japanese forms and subjects, no

matter how much they have worshiped and imitated

the highly developed culture of Kurope at certain

periods of their lives. This force is the space-climate

atmosphere that surrounds us, the Japanese. It may
also be our time-history inheritance. Can we escape

from these conditions of space and time within which

we are born and reared? In the West, the misfortunes

of war have made many artists exile themselves from

their native countries or cities. F,ven to this day artists

traditionally flock to Paris, the mecca of art. However,
as their works are examined carefully, the period

during which their names became established in for-

eign countries usually was, strangely enough, the time

when the influence of the country of their birth and

their nationality was still implicit in their works. It is

the same with Japanese exile artists. The paintings

by Sugai Kumi, of Paris, and Kusaka Yayoi, of New
York, are good examples. I cannot help recognizing
in the former something in common with Japanese
crests and calligraphy; and in the latter with Kdo's

fine printed patterns.

If it IK* true that we cannot escape ultimately from

Japanese time-space conditions and that we are able

to speak uniquely to the world at large, why is it that

we have not tried to come to closer grips with Japa-

nese culture analytically and systematically? This is

undoubtedly because of the lingering effects of our

unconditional admiration for Western civilization and

enlightenment, This view was virtually forced on us

by our leaders after our long period of national isola-

tion but was actually adopted by the Japanese peoples

with mixed feelings. However, at present, further

Western imitation is no longer useful domestically,

and now we are facing a period in which many aspects

of Japanese culture' are attracting ever-increasing

attention abroad.

In the spring of l.OttO, the World Design Confer-

ence was held in Tokyo, a fact which in itself reflects

this trend. At that time Kamekura Yusaku made* a

statement concerning Japanese "forms'*; however, did

we on the whole present to those designers, gathered
here from all over the world, the Japan they sought?
Did we, moreover, prepare ourselves for them? The
statements on Japan mack 1

by foreigners then were too

fragmentary for the most part and too superficial. At

the same time it was shown that the Japanese them-

selves knew too little of their own country. It was
*

owing to our own failure to understand and articulate

our concepts about form that, in the spring of that

same* year, my colleagues and I began the work of

producing a systematic analysis of "Forms in Japan."
Our object was to approach an understanding of

visual Japan by identifying the characteristics of the

forms of its culture, and to make these known. We
fear, however, that this book the result of our analy-

sis may unfortunately become a stylebook for imita-
%

tion. In other words, the Japanese, because of this

book, may turn to copying the old forms of Japan

exactly as they once did those of the West. And for-

eigners may turn these illustrations into new exotic

cliches. This is what we fear. The works of the artists

cited above, who left Japan and discovered her, are

not imitations of forms in Japan at all. They tried, I

dare say, to rid themselves of their Japanese heritage
and isolate themselves; yet they have expressed some-

thing stained in them which they could not wash away.

12



Take, for example*, the etchings of Hamaguchi Yo/.o,

whic%h remind us of sumi painting; the woodblock

prints of Muiiakata Shiko, which make us think of

Buddhist paintings; and the curves of the stone seuljv-

ture of Nagare Masayuki which remind us of Japa-
nese swords: these are all Japanese.
We did not start this project because our interest

was stirred only by forms and patterns. Our object

was to capture what lies behind these forms and what
is characteristic of the human spirit that created them.

We are very poor at grasping firmly a thing like the

human spirit, which cannot be seen. Therefore, rely-

ing on what is visible and what is familiar, we tried

to grasp the invisible spirit. And by so doing, we

thought we could possibly make a work such as this

not only more than a mere source for imitating forms

but actually a wellspring of true creative activity. If,

from these forms we have gathered here, we \\ere

able to capture the bent of our Japanese spirit, it will

be reborn within the modern Japanese; it will be in-

corporated into forms of everyday liv ing; and, crys-
tali/ed in works of art, it will go on creating forms

a process which we think \\ill be simpler than one

\\ould expect. As we proceeded in our work with

these expectations, the first obstacle we encountered

was the influence on us of the theory of Japanese
culture expounded before the war, which we will dis-

cuss presently.
We tried to approach the subject in such a way that

our results could become a fountain head of creativity.

First we began by plotting forms on a co-ordinate

system which was constructed with two axes: namely,
climate and history, and space and time, from none

of which can we divorce ourselves. Climate is a con-

dition of topography and weather; and history is the

past record of the human race. Placing forms in the

co-ordinate system, we considered such qualities as

7i"//v and siibi as a kind of phenomenon of weathering
and aging; and tradition as cultural persistence and

inheritance. Thus we left all matters to this large co-

ordinate system and eliminated the musky theory of
.

Japanese culture and the reactionary Japan-cult that

prevailed before the war. The Japanese characteristics

seen in forms must be those established as the result

of our work.

I JtAUl J10N'

\\TATHrHlNCi

CI.IMAlJ.-M'Ari:
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In establishing what is Japanese \ve have tried to

avoid that skewed subjectivity which arises from past

theories of Japanese culture. Therefore, we set aside

any attitude of searching* for forms typically Japanese;
and we began with the actual forms thatf./v>7 in Japan.

A further reason why \\e were forced Jo take this

stand was the historical and geographical ties among
Japan, China, and Korea. For example, if no\\ we take

up one' form that exists in Japan and search for its

origin, tracing hack its history, it may lead us to

Korea or China, or even further to India or Western

Asia, as would he true in many instances. To follow

this approach to its logical limits, these ties \\ould

then make the existence of forms truly and purely

Japanese quite doubtful.

However such relationships are natural even for an

island country like Japan, which is situated at the

eastern end of continental Asia. Indeed, Japanese cul-

ture may be termed the sum of chance accumulations

blown here from all of Asia. In spite of this, the Japa-
nese today delude themselves into believing that their

ties with Kuropc and America are stronger than their

historical relationship with Asia. I, for one, find it

questionable to search for forms purely Japanese and

to insist on a pure Japan on the basis of a delusion

such as this. Such a postwar Japanese theory of cul-

ture harbors the danger of confounding the political

with the cultural relationship between the so-called

communist and noncommunist nations. Moreover,

many of the prewar Japanese* theories on culture were

expounded, I believe, on the assumption that the

aforementioned space-time co-ordinate system was

11-
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established only within Japan that is to say, it re-

flects a restricted nationalistic viewpoint. Conse-

quently, we have preferred a time co-ordinate system
based on a somewhat wider scope, in acknowledgment
of our ties \\ith Asia. This manifested itself in our

feeling that the title of thi.s book is more appropri-

ately "Forms /// Japan/
1

as we have named it, rather

than "Forms nf Japan/' as others might interpret the

Japanese* title.

Manv of the older cultural theorists restricted the

co-ordinate system only to Japan. It seems to us that

they represented a position of extreme isolation.

Consequently, acknowledging our relationship to

other countries, we established co-ordinates which

would relate our country to the world. And in order

to obtain a conclusion concrete enough to be valid

internationally we superimposed this system on a yet

larger co-ordinate system with the t\\o axes of time-

space and climate-history, therefore establishing

another system that permits our forms to be plotted

within it.

In other \\ords, this can be explained as follows:

the co-ordinates that include "forms in Japan" cor-

responds on the one hand to a co-ordinate system with

the aforementioned "time-space" and "climate-his-

tory" axes, applicable only to JH/WH: on the other

hand, with regards to Ionus we developed another set

of co-ordinates which is more particularized and inter-

national and has universality, and by combining these

two systems together, we tried to capture "Forms in

Japan."
The purpose of the second set of co-ordinates,

therefore, is this: in order to avoid restricting our-

selves to meaningless forms chosen only from the

viewpoint of history and climate, we tried to discover

what the determining factors of concrete, universal

forms arc; these factors, when agreed upon, would be?

the poles of the axes with which another set of co-

ordinates would be* constructed. And this discussion

of what determines forms became naturally the focus

of long and heated discussion. Finally, the co-ordinates

were worked out so that they were generally accept-
able. The result was a regular tetrahedron in which

all our forms could be contained. To each of the

vertices of this tetrahedron we assigned one of the

following four Chinese characters: Ztii:
( ff ); t<*

( f-);

y<> (JIJ); and / (A;) signifying "Material," "Hand/'

"Purpose," and "Idea/
1

respectively. "Material"

means the raw materials which constitute the sub-

stance of form; "Hand" means the technical skill or

talent that creates form; "Purpose" means the use

for which the form is intended; and "Idea" means the

artistic volition, conception, or inspiration to create

form. \Vc felt that all forms could be located within

this tetrahedron, which has Idea, Purpose, Hand, and

Material as its poles and apexes. While one certain

form might well be plotted near the apex of Idea

within this tetrahedron, other forms might be located

near the apexes of Purpose, Material, or Hand, as

the case might be.

We cannot agree with a superficial theory of cul-

ture which merely ties together Japanese spirit, his-

torv, and climate and leaps at once to an explanation
of the feature's of our culture. Nor do we believe that

the present theory of functionalism, which has added

"function" to time and space, can possibly deal with

past forms. To abstract a theory of forms from Japa-
nese materials alone may be one method, but this is

also a biased approach. We are told time and time

again that Japanese culture consists of wood, bamboo,
and paper. A vague notion such as this \\ill contribute

nothing. Nor will the cleverness of Japanese hands

serve as an explanation. Therefore, in retrospect, as

we arc now about to discuss forms in Japan, we can

sav that the establishment of the combined co-ordinate

system described above has served us as a bulwark

against the hazards of a conventional but parochial
view of the past.



Classification of Forms

After we had thus developed our dual co-ordinate

system, we began collecting forms and classifying

them. The only criterion for our work of gathering
them was that they were found in Japan. However,
we did not especially look for things typically Japa-

nese nor reject those peculiarly Chinese. Wherever

we perceived forms we photographed them imme-

diately and made notes. For us. each discovery became
* *

an actualization of these words: "An object or element

when individualized within the perception becomes

one 'gestaltcn'
"

(P. Gillaume, Gestull Psychology).

Whatever we felt was "individual" was collected.

Actually, however, time, funds, and the area of

coverage were necessarily extremely limited. There-

fore, we relied on literature for a great deal of our

material. Old drawings and newly published books

were very helpful. Among the old works especially

Moristitht Manko and the antique catalogues were

valuable, and the newer encyclopedias provided many
interesting specimens. At any rate, each of the forms

thus collected we evaluated as impartially as we could.

When we found similar ones among them, we grouped
them together. It would have been very easy if we
had begun by separating the items by materials: for

example, wood, stone, clay, paper, cloth, bamboo,

etc.; but such classification would have lessened the

value? each form possesses. Therefore, we did not

follow this method. We also considered classification

by technique, function, or artistic nature, but we did

not use any of these categories. We wanted somehow
a classification that would embrace, first of all, the

various origins of forms in such a way as to reflect

Japanese history and climate and that, second, would

also include the Purpose-Idca-Material-IIand aspect
of forms. In other words, we adopted a classification

system founded on the forms themselves; and through
this system we hoped to discover prototypes among
the numerous forms. We hoped among countless

forms to find types similar to one another.

At this stage what caused us considerable discom-

fort were the conventional, mutually exclusive classi-

fications such as "plane-pattern-design"; "cube-form-

shape"; "infinity-space-cnclosure." These have their

own place in classical aesthetics pertaining to paint-

ing, sculpture
4

, and architecture. Kach has the tremen-

dous weight of history behind it. Since we were, at

the outset, somewhat skeptical about our establishing
a new classification system based on our isolation of

prototypes of forms, we could not help at times being
influenced by the old classifications, but fortunately
in the several types of forms we began to discover

there were in fact common elements among plane

designs, three-dimensional forms, and space composi-
tions. We were encouraged by these common ele-

ments, for we felt that they might foreshadow the

prototypes for which we were looking and which

would be the key to our analysis.
b

The problem we faced next was limiting the number
of forms to be considered. In other words, how many
prototypes should we have, and what names should

we give them? At the beginning we avoided limiting
the number of categories of similar forms; and we
tried to establish a category, although there might be

only one example of it which belonged to a concrete

form, as long as a special individuality could be found

in the object. Kven though the number of specific

forms belonging to a certain category is small, we

thought, the prototype shoujd be recognized if the

value of the gestalt was equal that of the other proto-

types. For example, in the arrangement of stepping
stones along a tea-garden lan^, there is a stone (-ailed

sute is/it 9 meaning a eastoff stone. This concept, "cast-

off'/' has the same significance as a "type" as the

similar terms <nH<iri, meaning excess or surplus, and

chirashi, meaning "scattering," because the castofi'

itself is so valuable in a Japanese garden. Therefore,



we included tin- heading "castoff," even though there

is only one example of it "castoff stone."

As \ve got a prototype called "castoff" from the

tea-garden stone, so the* names for other prototypes
were conceived quite frequently from the name of the

actual objects from which they derived. It appeared
to us that this was the most valid way to name them.

For example we have: kir/gii/ir no chirushi, scattering

of cut metallic foil; Lirutu no r///n/,s7//, scattering of

cards; chirtishizMshi, rice with many ingredients scat-

tered through it; and snnge, scattering of paper
flowers. These similar forms were collected and were

considered a prototype, to which the name f////W//,

meaning scattered, was given. The prototypes so

named came, indeed, to seventy-seven in all, ranging
from Isuriuitiri continuation to kusiiru dry- brush-

ed as shown on Page l.c >.

For the naming of these "types,
ff

1 am sure that the

readers (the Japanese and those who know the Japa-

nese language) will fully rcali/c that the Japanese

dictionary and the Chinese-Japanese' dictionary be-

came a greater aid than the collection of drawings and

photographs. \Vc thought that \\e would like to unify

and standardize the names of form types in either

Japanese script or Chinese characters. However, con-

trary to our expectation, we discovered that if we
used either only Japanese or only Chinese terms, the

meaning and context of the terms could not be fully

presented at times. Consequently, therefore, we de-

cided to denote each type with a combination of
i

transliterated Japanese words and Chinese characters.

Our next task was to arrange these seventy-seven
selected types under several headings. After a great

deal of study and discussion, the classification head-

ings we tentatively agreed upon were the following

fifteen: forms of continuation; forms of union; forms

of collection; forms of arrangement; forms of en-

closure; forms of support; forms of curve; forms of

fluidity; forms of the natural; forms ofreduction; forms

by twisting; forms of breaking; forms of severing;

forms of tr.msfiguration; and forms of shading. How-
ever wecombined those that have few actual examples
such as forms of breaking, with forms of severing; and

forms of simplification, with forms of shading. Thus,

we arrived at the thirteen headings. Yet between

tearing, chipping, and splitting, which are aspects of

forms of breaking, and cutting, dropping, and remov-

ing, which are forms of severing, quite a difference

can be recogni/ed. Similarly, there is a distinction

between simplification, difference, disarrangement,
and dancing, which are forms oftransfiguration and open
work and dry-brushed, which arc* forms of; shading;
that is to say, I believe even now that there art 1 some

distinctions which should have been treated under

separate headings.
We were satisfied with thirteen or fifteen classifica-

tion headings and did not wish, at first, to consider

any more. However, as we examined these fifteen

classification headings further from various view-

points and considered Japanese characteristics recog-
nizable in each of these headings, we came to feel that

they could be organized under the four larger head-

ings which we named "Forms of I'nity," "Forms of

Force," "Forms of Adaptation," and "Forms of

Change," as shown in the separate
1 table. \Ve then

discovered that each of them corresponded to Purpose,

Material, Idea, and Hand, which we assigned to the

apexes of the regular tetrahedron previously de-

scribed. Accordingly, with this classification table we
will be able to know the characteristic of the response
of Japanese forms to Purpose by examining the con-

tents of forms of Unification; to Idea, by looking at

the forms of Force; to Material, by examining the

forms of Adaptation; and to Hand, through the forms

of Change.
After we had thus organized this classification

system, we thru re-examined it to see whether our

personal biases were present. Naturally we had tried

to achieve a system as objective and universal as

possible. We were troubled throughout, however,

especially with the section called "The Natural
1 *

and

examples which we placed under it. When we thought
of forms in Japan this concept had an importance
which could not be disregarded; however, we could

not think of any satisfactorily descriptive name for it.

In such a case we thought it best to name the subject

simply instead of inventing a metaphorical name, and

to wait for suggestions as to appropriate* terms.

Therefore, we used these present terms to label the

characteristics of various forms in Japan, of which

17



some correspond to those named intuitively in the

past; and there are also some newly perceived char-

acteristics.

Having completed the classification system, per-

haps \ve should otter a few observations. The first is

concerned with a biased view of the past to the

ettect that many of the most important Japanese forms

are related to Shintoism, while those related to Bud-

dhism are not worthy of consideration. This prejudice

involving religions, we believe, is deeply rooted in

the fact that Shintoism is native to Japan while Bud-

dhism is a foreign religion. If one looks for forms in

Japan on the basis of this common idea, how narrow

and limited the result becomes. Our wide search and

analysis make this obvious. Among the forms dis-

cussed and photographed on the following pages,
those that clearly arose from Shintoism are not

numerous enough to make a case for any correlation

between religious origin and characteristic of form.

Similarly, as in the case of religion, it might be

supposed from the viewpoint of social (lasses that the

superior forms in Japan might be more prevalent in

an aristocratic setting, or contrariwise more numer-

ous in the environment of merchants and farmers. If

we emphasize primarily class level in dealing with

forms, then a class trend will become evident. How-
ever, we found that, just as the history of the mixture

of Buddhism and Shintoism made the forms indis-

tinguishable in terms of religion, the long trials of

history and the interchange among the cJasses re-

sulted in such varied degrees of mixture and separa-
tion of their cultures that class differences never

become significant enough to influence the character-

istics of forms or our groupings of them.

One more problem I would like to add here- that

of ambivalence in forms, some of which could be

classified in more than one way. A good example is

the folding screen. Here one form belongs to two

classifications, namely ktiktwii, enclosure, and on, fold-

ing. When we classify the screen on the basis of

function (Purpose) it becomes kakwni; and on the

basis of technique (Hand), it becomes on. When we

classify it from the viewpoint of form itself this is a

natural outcome. However, for a form called a "fold-

ing screen," it is not enough to classify it only as

kakonii or or/, since these separate characteristics of

the object are completely integrated; furthermore, a

folding screen is somewhat related to Idea and Mate-

rial. When we face a case such as this, it does not

necessarilv mean that the system of classification is
k

inadequate. For instance, where do we plan
1 our

"folding screen" under the classification Material? If

we place it under wood or paper, nothing satisfactory

results. Should we put it under both of them r This

would hardly be more significant than, as in our rase,

to put it under the two classifications of kakumi and

on. Our system does not allow for a combination of

the classifications based on Purpose, Idea, Material,

and Hand. For ours is a system based on form itself,

and the result is formulated finally into the following
four groups: those forms most related to Purpose are

perceived as watonie, forms of I'nity; those to Idea as

(iiiktirti. Force; those to Material as \H({<ine, Adapta-
tion; and those to Hand as /WTiW/v, Change; I would

again remind the reader that our system of classifica-

tion is organized in this way.



FORMS OF UNITY (M ATOMIC NO KATAC -in)

FOHMS Foil MS
OF CONTINUATION OF UNION

(tsuranari) (musuln)

Foil MS

OF COU.F.CTION

( atsume)

FOHMS
OF AKKANCiKMKN'T

(kubari)

of pairing
of distribution

* of complement
* of surfeit
* of discard

of scattering

FOHMS
OF F.NCLOSt'HF,

(kakomi)

of wrapping
of enclosing
which surround

of encirclement

which hide

which cover

FORMS OF FOIU'K (CHIKAHA NO KAIACHI)

FOHMS
OF StTl'OltT

which support
which hook
of tension

* which suspend
* which hang

which spread

FOHMS
OF CUKVE

(iHtigari)

of circling
of curve

of curvature

which rise

FORMS OF ADAPTATION (YUMNI: NO KATACHI)

FOHMS
01 FLUIDITY

( nagare)

which droop
which How
which swirl

* which rotate
* which smear

FOHMS
OF THE NATt'HAL

of natural things
* of inlay
* of firing

of texture

of impression

FORMS OF CHANGE (KAWAIU NO KATACHI)

FOHMS
01 rilANSKKiUKATlON

(kuzushi)

of simplification
of difference

of disarrangement
of dancing
of shading
of open-work
of splashing

classification not illustrated in text
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Forms of Continuation CI-SURANAHI-)

When the- Japanese countryside is observed from the air,

the stripe pattern of fields and rice paddies joining one after

another,

and the tiled roofs of houses continue on and on.

If vastness is necessary for farms, they can be cultivated by
tractors,

but in Japan, with its many slopes, mechanization of farming
cannot always be achieved;

the fields, blocked and marked off' by hands, continue to exist.

If a huge enclosed space is needed, a great roofcan be constructed

vsith arches and vaults;

but in Japan, where wood is used and the construction principle

of post and lintel is followed,

a small space is first built

and then repeated in a continuing row to expand the space.

Though mechanization and structural methods may advance,
the habit of extension, expansion, continuation will persist

in Japan, for the human yardstick continues as a Hrm standard.

At the Grand Kasuga Shrine in Nara, when- the four pillared

dieties are enshrined,

the four Kasuga styled structures with adjoining roofs an; built

side by side.

If they were covered with one large roof

it might be simpler to cope with rain,

but there where the four roofs form a line

are the four pillars of the dieties.

The Katsura Detached Palace was constructed continuously in a

diagonal direction,

with the old study hall, the middle study hall, the music room,
and the new palace connected at the corners.

In this form called the "geese formation"

there is not the overpowering feeling one gets from a large* roof.

The formation creates deep shadows again and again where

warmly human subtleties gather.

A painted scroll is unrolled from one scene to another,

which in turn welcomes the following scene; and this continues;

moreover, each and every scene is complete
as a fully realized picture in itself.

To the upper hemistich the louer one is added,

which the next one follows in a linked poem,

yet each verse is an independent verse by itself;

and the content flows from verse to verse

\\hile the rhythm repeats itself again and again.

Forms in continuation

are boundless rhythmic movements that know no end.





Forms of continual ion (
rsr i< A N A HI $( )

: Con-

tinuation of 1 1 ie same units in one direction

gives play to a delightful rhythm. The verti-

cally extended lattice work is a screen that

prevents intrusion; and the palisade made of

joined split hamhoo keeps dogs and peoplf

away. When roof tiles arc joined and laid to-

gether, one overlapping another, they keep the

rain out and create a beautiful wave pattern.

The abacus, made of repeated rows of heads, is

a calculating machine with which we can add,

subtract, multiply, <r divide. As for the rosary

that Buddhists hold in their hands, by moving
the strung beads one by one, they count the

number of times they have repeated the holy

name.













Forms of expansion (NOBASIII -jlT:)
: The ex-

tension of the veranda and bamboo-covered

platform from the main quarter is an example
of the formation of the expanding plane in a

Japanese house. From the sleeping- chamber
I here extends a pavilion oxer the pond; the

drawing rooms of the Katsura Detached Palace

or the Nijo C'astle are constructed in the "geese
formation" and extend diagonally. From the

porte cochere extends the level pavement, con-

taining oblong stones; from the Japanese tea-

rooms, the stepping stones of the tea-garden

lane: and from the veranda, the privacy fence

of the garden extends and expands. From
the Habuki stage there extends the "flo\\cr

\\ay" (luuidHih'hi); fixmi the Nob stage, the

"bridge" (Imshitfakuri), symbolizing the con-
nection bet \\een us and the outer \\orld.
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Forms of openness (HIHAKH (%): The form

tluit continues and ex panels unrestrictedly in all

directions that is "open." Checks and stone

pavement patterns are everywhere. Hut accord-

ing to the si/e of the units and depending on the

color scheme used, they always seem fresh.

When the rectangular check is rotated 1-fi de-

grees and stands on its point the pattern he-

comes the ,v/z/'////d7/,v////7, the diaper-block of the

'/en temple. When a dragline is added diag-

onally, it becomes imbricated or scaly. In

imbricated patterns, tortoise-shell patterns, or

traditional silk patterns, there are many de-

signs that continue and spread in all directions.

'Hie composition made of joined rings over-

lapping each other for one fourth of the- cir-

cumference, which is used as grilluork for

windows, is a superb example of hirahe.

.'37



Forms of dilation (IIIROOAUI ft): A bamboo

stick, when split and spread out with paper

pasted on it, will make a fun that moves the

air, A rake, held by an aged man in the Noli

play Takasago, will collect rubbish; the huge
rake of Otorisamu, an object of good luck, is

said to be used to rake good fortune in; a

folding fan is held together at a point but opens
up. Forms that spread out radially are mechan-
ical ones which can be opened or folded like

fans and umbrellas. In the glimpse of the

lighted ball of the rocket that is shot up high

into the summer sky and cracks open, showers
out, and fades, lies a promise of flaring beauty.
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Forms of Union

From lingo shrines like* the Grand I/umo Shrine

down to the little village shrines,

there are many match-making dieties in Japan.

At these shrines, sacred fortune papers are tied to tree branches.

Young couples making their vows before the shrine altar

do this to insure their future happiness.

And when they observe this ancient ritual their hearts are filled

with feeling.

Tying
indeed means pledging.

Called a "pledge knot" or a "wish knot/'

this form has even been adopted as family crests,

which actually look like folded pieces of paper tied once,

revealing their origin.

Tying is making one's promise firm.

Wagers that children make

are formalized by hooking each other's little finger

as a sign of their sincerity.

When fingers are hooked and wish knots are lied, promises are

secured,

and then

this act of tying is repeated in order to make promises firm;

knots continue, spread out, creating a pattern,

and the forms of tying are made 1
.

Tying together, binding together, braiding together,

combining together, joining together, running through one

another, or tangling together,

threaded things become cords;

split bamboo becomes a basket;

and wood becomes a structure.

When techni(|ues of tying, techniques of arranging,
lose their original sense of pledging and all is neglected,

loosening one knot

will destroy at once the whole structure made painstakingly

by putting its parts together.
I low e\ er,

when the contact point of the union is (irmly secured,

the form that is so created

gathers beauty into the joined parts and makes them shine.

42



Forms of tying (MUSUBI fc
1

,'):
The paper-cord

tic used on presents is tied in different patterns,

depending on whether the oeeasion is happy or

solemn, For a serious event which we expert
to witness only once, a cutting-tie, Miisuhikiri, is

used; on a happy occasion which we wish to

prolong or have repeated, a stopping-tie,
/////.vi//>/V/tt///f l is used, For marriage, a cutting-
tie is used; for childbirth, a stopping-tic. For

important occasions there are many styles of

tying, such as "true tying," "half-looped

tying," "double-looped tying," "triple-looped

tying/' and "cross-cord tying." These sho\\

how tying is ornamental i/.ed, As we consider
the many coiffures and the various ways of

tying obi, we can also realize ho\\
closely

styles of tying arc related to make-up and
costume.

'



Forms ofbinding ('i sr.inu jfjj )
: I" a children's

game a loop of string, changing hands from one

person to another, turns into various forms

the cat's cradle. In these systematic changes
there is something akin to the form called

"binding." Kafts, bamboo blinds, the \\a\ the

braids of a suit of Japanese armor or a helmet

are threaded --- each of these creates its form by

binding, although none is a solid form. Kafts

move along with the current of water; bam-
boo blinds, with blowing winds; armor, with

movements of the human body. Thus each form

responds in some degree to another form, yet
each maintains its own form, Hinding is the

result of a method of tying hard things to-

gether with soft materials.
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Forms ofweaving (
AMI $S|) : Thin interwoven

splints are railed wickerwork and used for hats,

ceilings, or hedges. Stra\\ sandals or straw

mats are made by weaving rice straw; crates,

baskets, or creels, by \\eaving bamboo. There

are many examples of .stra\\ handi\\ork and

bamboo ware in which an interesting interstice

is vividly accented. Weaving is a form of bind-

ing achieved \\ith a comparatively soft material

that can be bent or lied.
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Forms of joining (KTMI #1): The form called

;i wellhead or Crosshatch, which lias been used

as a family crest as well as a shop's insignia,

\\as originally made up of two pairs of wooden

planks, one placed cross\\isi- over the other

\\ith the beams joined to\\urd the ends. This

was placed over the month of a well ; one form

of a Japanese rice-steamer is derived from this

pattern. When it is repeated and spread out in

one plane, it becomes the cross pieces of a

sliding shoji or a lattice, creating a delightful

figure. When it is repeated vertically in three

dimensions it makes a turret. A log cabin is

another example of this handsome form. Join-

ing in wooden structures is a universal source

of beauty.
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Forms of bracing (NTKI Ft): That which is

called a brace, //////', in Japanese \\ooden struc-

ture is the \\ood beam that runs horizontally

through holes in upright pillars or columns.

This is exemplified "V the lintel or crossbar of

a gate. Ho\\e\cr, the characteristic of this form

that runs through, which marks it off from

other forms of joining, lies in the fact it may
join tlift'rivnt hard materials together. A
hairpin in which a slender split rod of metal

or tortoise shell runs through coral or jade cut

in a sphere is an excellent example of this.
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Forms of matching (AWASH ft): A linrd

garment made of two matching pieces of rloth

sewn together; tliv ancient games culled "shcll-

matching" and "poem-matching"; a match-

making interview \\iih a view to marriage in

these phrases the term "matching" is used to

indicate that two similar things are put to-

gether. When the building materials that come

up obliquely from both right and left are joined

together, this becomes a rafter. Putting two

semiglobular metal pieces together, one from

above and the other from below, makes the

form of a Japanese bell. Among Japanese

pasteries, for instance, monaka and nrikasayatna
are made by joining pieces from above and

below, with sweetened bean-paste inside.

There* are many forms that become a whole by

matching.









Forms of Collection

Tin* European mosaic fresco or pointillist's sketch

forms a design or depicts ;i scene

by collecting small ceramic pieces or dots.

However, in Japan

patterns called "hail," "shagreen/' or "dapples"
are collections of similar protuberances or dots,

but these do not depict or express

anything in particular.

The thick profusion of identical particles creates a pattern,

and those who look at it, depending upon their attitudes,

form different images
from the pattern, each to his liking.

Again, when a form is created

by collecting units of the same particles or objects,

in Japan the respective units are always left free;

and the collecting power or the collecting techniques are very

simple
1

;

that is, something moving toward one 1

direction,

something possessing one impact,

creates repetition.

What gives form to a collection is the force arising from a

single aim;

piling, stacking, or heaping
is a technique of repeating upward;
to bundle, to tie, or to grasp
creates power through impact.

When things are once collected,

piled or tied together,

then in harmony with gravity they must keep their new form;

the units that are gathered
are firmly fixed together,

but seldom are they actually joined to each other.

Depending on the unit-materials,

particles, lines, or solids, as the case may be,

they are collected in their respective patterns;

like a sand pile, a coiffure, or a nest of boxes,

units may be separated by another power, but after they have

served their purpose

they are gathered again; the collection resumes its original

form.
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Forms of grouping (MTHI- Iff): A iliirk col-

lection of sriiall protuberances spread out on

the surface of a tea Kettle or a metal tea pot, is

called "hail" or "cubes." The dainty Kdo

cloth design printed by a paper pattern

with countless holes in it made by the

gimlet's tip, is called "shagreen" or

"hail." A pastry named "dapple" is made
with whole Indian beans sprinkled over the

surface of bean paste. "Fawn dapple" is mate-

rial dyed with a pattern made by pinching
minute spots on cloth; the protuberances

clustered on a helmet top are called "stars."

As the countless stars, \\hen we ga/.e at them,
have their own constellations, so the over-all

mass will also create within it separate smaller

patterns of its own and hold the images there,





Forms of gathering (\osti 'ft'):
The wind

blows and collects dry leaves together; tin*

\aude\ille troupe gathers people to entertain

them with comic stories; a \\ooden mosaic is

made up of small pieces of wood. The move-

ment <>!' a collecting force in one direction re-

sults in a form called gathering, The lotus

petals around the seat of Buddha's image arc

described as "hlo\\n together," Jukiytw, if they

are placed together in a line, instead of being

arranged alternately like scales, And the

Thousand Handed liannon, ahout whose holy

person hundreds of hands have been gathered

together, or the ojlering called "A Thousand

Cranes," made up of numerous nrt^iitnt cranes,

symboli/e the boundlessness of salvation and

profoundness of prayer respectively.



Forms of piling (
rsr.Mi -

fu) : In the front of

tin* Nichigeki Theater where a performance by
a newly organi/ed company is being given, the

straw rice bags and sake tuns are piled up high.

Above the street reservoirs are filled with

\\ater reserved for lighting fin-; \\ooden pails

are staeked here in high pyramids. In the paddy
fields where the crops arc- harvested, the

sheaves are piled up in varied patterns accord-

ing to individual fancy and according to the

locality. A castle wall made of stones piled up
without mortar emphasi/.es its curvature.

6'6'





Forms of layering (HAS A NT- ifO
' With the

performance of the ceremony of the thrce-

times-threc exchange of iniptiiil cups, u mar-

riage pledge is made linn. Repetition settles

and tran<|iiili/es the feeling. 'I'he three-story

pagoda, tlie five-story pagoda, or the thirteen-

story pagoda regardless of its height, it

appears restful. This is because these roofs are

placed one upon another. We set the rice

steamers one above another and make the

steam come through. In the nest of hoxes we

put delicacies into each one separately. These

forms come from their use, The ceremonial

robes of Ileian court ladies worn in many
layers were made only to Keep them from the

cold, but these robes gave birth to an aesthetics

of combining color. C'onsider, lor instance-, the

elegance of the lapped and layered Ishiyama



paper on which one writes n poem; or tin*

lo/.enge rice-cakes for the Doll Festival in

March; cut from the red, \\hitc, and green

layered rice-cakes, they sho\\ a heauliful cross

section.



Forms of heaping (MOKI- '$): Mount Fuji was

once an active volcano and created its form by

erupting from beneath. In the gardens through-
out Japan men heap the soil and create many
mounds like Fuji. The Kogetsudai at the Silver

Pavilion in Kyoto \\as probably modeled after

Fuji, although we are not certain of this. There

are many ancient graves and mounds made of

heaped earth. (Jem-rally speaking, forms of

heaping based on the cohesive nature of small

particles like dried sand or salt, which are

naturally formless, are singularly uni<|uc to

Japan. Hice may he heaped and buckwheat

noodles, also. There is a noodle dish railed the

"heap."
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Forms of bundling (
i A HANK '4l): At the Kin-

Festival of luirama or the Portable Shrine

Cleansing Festival of (i ion in l\y.to, the giant

pille-toivhes like telephone poles, .send up

hurtling sp;irl\s. The split pines, \\hen bundled

thus together, make a huge furious flame.

Individually, a strand of hair is like a thin line;

\vhen lumdled, it turns into a tress that assumes

a rich jet-hlaek sheen. Rabbit fur gathered at

mid-autumn and the deer's summer fur both

an? appreciated highly for writing brushes.
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Forms of tightening (SIIIMK j$): When a

force is once firmly applied, and jerked tightly,

though it is not applied continuously, the

tension continues after the act of lightening.
The hoops that hind the wooden tut), the cords

that tighten the hand drum, or the />/' that a

woman wears all these are hascd on this

principle. A rice hull or an oblong of vinegared
rice plastered over with fish made by a short,

strong grip, is a form made by compressing

grains of boiled rice. Through the shrinking

power of water, sea-\seed for .v//.v/// t Japanese

paper, or sheets of dried sprat are made. These

forms in \\hich small things are thus joined

together through tightening seem typically

Japanese.
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Forms of Arrangement (iu-H,\Ki-ftitt)

On both sides of the straight axes leading to tlu 1

Kgyptian

shrine,

there are identical sphinxes in a ro\v.

Though they are similar

the t\\o l)e\a Kings in Japan,

the two lion dogs in Japan

one shuts its mouth, Hieing the other,

whose mouth is agape, due to the contrasts in <////////,

In (ireck mythology the sun-god, Apollo,

the moon-goddess, Diana,

each is the main character in an independent epic;

each is enshrined at an independent sanctuary.

Yet in Japan the sun-god and moon-goddess
remain together as a pair of attendants.

In contrast to Western symmetry in which identical things are

placed on eitlur side, there are pairs in Japan.

In contrast to a single independent principal subject,

there are always in Japan lesser figures if there is a main subject.

A pair is the counterpoise of t\\o different objects;

attendants are the secondary figures to the principal one.

If there are three objects no t\\o of which are a pair,

they fall into a one-tuo-thrcc relationship;

If there are three groups oi' objects, then one group comprises
seven units;

the second five units; the third three units.

HOXN numerous are rock gardens with a seven-five-three rock

arrangement!
But \\as this intentionally done

by counting "seven, five, three" from the start?

No. A pleasing distribution of the stones probabh resulted

in this combination of numbers.

If there are five and seven subjects

and finally an unspecified number,

the Japanese try to scatter them.

A casual distribution obtained by such "scattering"

is then no longer manmade but natural.

The Japanese arrange objects as though they were found in

nature.

A castoff stone such as \\e see among the stepping stones in

the tea-garden lane

is one placed at such a visual angle
as to break the continuous line of stones set in an order too

artificially arranged.

This special way of handling stones

called "castoff
'"

or "leftover"

seems to typify a characteristic of Japanese arrangements,
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Forms of pairing (rsri Jrj): The aim of pair-

ing is not to create symmetry by putting two
identical objects sick- by side-, but rather to

attain a balanced relationship by arranging two
different objects on eitber side. This is reali/ed

fully in a counterbalanced relationship between

objects which are complementary to each other,
as a pair of male and female Japanese dolls

demonstrate. The paired crane and turtle

decorations used at a wedding ceremony be-

come a crane stone and a turtle stone even for

garden rocks, achieving a balance between one,

high and slender, and the other, low and flat.

The cherry tree on the left and the mandarin

orange tree on the right in front of the Shishin-

den Hall ol'the Imperial Palace in Kyoto; the

ahuui l)e\a Kings that guard the gate on either

side; the two attendants, sun-god and moon-
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Forms of distribution (IU-HAIU f\\[): In calli-

graphy there is a term, "character distribu-

tion," \\hicli refers to rules of composition on
how to distribute Chinese characters on a given
surface of paper, Thctfo-stones set by an expert
on the game hoard, create a firm composition

even though the game is in progress. When a

building is expertly located on a lot or \\ben

stones are placed in a garden, the same linn-

ness is present. The rock garden at the

Hyoanji temple or at the Tokaian of the

Myoshinji temple may he good examples of

this. People of the modern age call this "seven-
five-three" or "one-two-tbree" compositions.
Ideal pairs are called "crane and turtle," \\hile

ideal triads are called "pine, bamboo, and

plum."

"* * **
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Forms of scattering (rmn.\sm fit): The
aesthetic (|iiality

of petals of cherry blossoms

scattering through the air is never absent from

the Japanese heart. The scene of lotus blos-

soms fluttering in the air captivates the Bud-

dhists who dream of the Western Paradise. In

accidental distribution, as when things scatter

and come to rest hapha/ardly, something

deeply interesting is created. The scattered

gill on colored paper or the long striped ode-

paper is the background for a Japanese poem,
Poem cards are scattered for playing a game

not by two rivals but by several participants,

Again, for sn.\h/ there is a kind called "scat-

tered." And in the Buddhist rite of strewing

paper flowers during the sutra-chanting, the

blossoms were perhaps originally the petals of

tin- lotus Ho\\ers themselves.

& c_ t
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Forms of Enclosure ( K.\KOMI

When lour bamboo polrs are erected and :i rope i- extended

from one pole to another

and sacred papers are hung from it, tins i.s H/tiiA?:

it signifies a holy ground.
When a red and \\hiie curtain is draped around, a place lor a

felicitous occasion is marked oil;

When a hlack and white curtain is used, a place for a funeral;

\\hen a reed Mind is put around, a place for resting.

When space is restricted, its function is naturally determined.

I lire a large pla< e,

a small place,

each can he freely created hy enclosing it.

This is like the freedom of infinite function

inherent in a piece of square cloth ////*'M///</
-

\\liich can he used to \\rap objects of an\ form.

When the enclosure is formali/ed by a sacred fence or the holy

hedge of a shrine,

a corridor 01 a garden of a temple is formed.

II there are to he a scries of harriers, they may he madi-

as at the I.se Shrine with its \\ooden fence, the outer .sacred

fence,

tile inner sa< red fence, and the holy hedge.

Why is it that the Japanese persistently

make enclosures \\ith an eightfold fencer

Denying another s entranic,

does he try to make a sacred place all the more sacred?

Tli tearoom that uas once called an "enclosure"

soon will sport an inner lea-lane as \\ell as an outer one,

and, hy the addition of a fence or hedge, it will h'axe double or

perhaps even triple tea-lanes!

Then a man \\ill pass through the folding door made of t\\igs

and through the middle \\ieket-gate,

gradually \\ill come to the space for the tea ceremony from the

outside area;

and thus preparing his mind carefully, he approaches ihe

entrance, edging forward*

A form of eiu Insure

has its upper part completely ipen,

Up to the ceiling,

up to the attii
,

and up to the hlue sky; and in spite of this,

space is defined hy enclosing,

and a cnrri-Minnd'nin si ai i -fi-i'lim is lorn
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rorms of wrapping (IMIMMI Wrap
ping things \vith a piere ot'M|ii:irr doth called

\\Juroshiki is quite different from stuffing tilings

into ;i box or handbag of specified capacity.
The bride's head-covering, or the lady's cone-

shaped head covering, or the man's cheeK <<>\

(ring, all is the sainr .'is \\ilh the ///;W////, lor

originally the.se \\eie pieces of Mjuarc cloth.

This formless form that adapts itself to objects

to be wrapped characteri/es the major differ-

ence in a Japanese costume and Western dress,

tor \\lnrh material is cut ;m<l s)).i|><<l As the

Japanese cloth that co\ers a person does not

damage the original bolt form of the material,

so ihere are maiiN lo<nK in Japan thai aie

wraj)|H'd in leaves found in nature, siuh as the

rice dumpling wrapped in bamboo leaxes and

the ri<e-<al\es \\rappeil in chei r\ leaves.





Forms o| cm losing (KAKOMI |M)): The tea

trrcmony \\.is originally held by enclosing one
section of ;i \\ide room or corridor and ihr

u-.iroom \\as once called .in "enclosure." In

tin- \\ide mierior sp.ur ot a building, .1 folding
screen or drapery is set up, and the cmlosuie

becomes a place for rest or sleep, t'nder the

blue slsy, when a curtain is put up all round, or

Nvhen bamboo .screens are set up, one urn feel

.1 waiting space. Though it ma\ not be com-

pletely sr.iled of), js long iis it is enclosed the

Japanese k-cls a pool of space there.
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Forms which surround (Mi-xsriiAsin JH):
When a vtTancla with a balustrade is con-

structed around the main living quarters of a

house, one can go up only hy the stairs. When
a dirt \\all is erected around the house, oiu c.m

enter only through the gate. When castle walls

are constructed and moats are dug there is no

way to enter except to force the main gate. To
surround is to m IOM* the jrea lirmh. Fish

th.it sunn into tin- hamhoo-ncrting ti.ipiannot

escape again.





Forms ol em in lenient (MAWASHI |"1): A form

that surrounds in a circle is culled :m "rn< iri Ic-

mcnt." The 1 candle in a Japanese paper lantern

is lighted when the sides of the lantern are

pushed do\\n. When thr s'ulrs .nv pulled up,

they pi otei t the light Irom tin- \\ind. The

lantern obeys its flexible nature by expanding
and contracting. And through the paper cover,

it evenly emits a diffused light to the surround-

ings. The wooden slats of a barrel or pail are

gathered together and lightrnrd \\ilh hoop-.

Since thi 1 barrel is evliiulerical and its parts lit

firmly together, it does not let water leak out.

What is made \\ith thr potter's \\hee1, such as

the urn, bottle, \.isc. ir IK- l.o\\|, i- j innn f

encirclement.
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Forms of Support (S,\S\K

For tin.
1

Japanese a pillar is the symbol of support.

In the Furopean stone house

the weight ot the roof is evenly distributed to the walls,

but in the \\ooden house of Japan
the \\nji In is all concentrated on the pillars

which support it.

Faith in the holy pillar, the heart of structures styled like grand

shrines,

or faith in the pillar of the (iod of Wealth seen in the

commoner's house,

probably has come from the supportive strength of the

standing pillar

which receives tin- force concentrated on it.

The pillar,

exceeding its function as a support for weight,

comes to he regarded as a prop lor the human heart.

As the- pillar that supports weight
becomes ;i prop for the human heart,

so in this form of support

man's volition is most strongly involved.

In those pillars that resist the pressure of compression
many are in the form of curves, as if the\ \\cre letrs planted in

. >. i i

the ground.

I'A'tMi when a frog-crotch placed against a small building wall

has become such a decorative element that it actually supports

no weight at all,

still it talu's the form of outstretched legs that stand firmly;

and to us who look at it, it appears beautiful

only if it is in a form that resists the weight applied from

a box e;

but it looks ugly if it seems to sag.

Those forms that resist the force that pulls and stretches

emphasi/e a taut, outstretched symmetry.
We make the supporting cord of the hanging iroimare

appear proportionately lengthened to enhance the form itself.

Hooking, suspending, hanging
there are manv forms that respond to the force of pulling

and stretching.

On the hoisted temple bell

tbcrc is always a design similar to a Flemish knot.

Is it, I wonder, that the heart that had the bell hung and

supported

there remains ;is ,m adornment?
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Forms which support (SASAF-- &) : Tin* logs of

the1

papcr-cox'cred night light, or the offertory

box, or the bridges of ;i h>tn all of tluin are

curxrd outward, li is as though the form .sup-

ports the weight that hears do\\n upon it to the

uttermost Although the aetual \\eighi may not

he great, when we see this form we recognize
the inner power of support that runs through
it; and \\e also Irrl a sense of stability. The

degree of the uirve is determined by the visual

valance bet \\een the force of grax ity and the

upxuird thrust ot the bridge, rather than the

actual strength necessary to neutrali/e

power of the downward force.

the
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Forms which hook
(
isrm- $j): The Japanese

\\lio are more attracted to clou n\\ art! motion

ihan to upu.ird thrusts, pjrfci ihr form of

hooked equilibrium th.it suggests loucrmg. tor

example, uii extension pothook oxci llie open
hearth in a frame house, j suspeiulrd hell in a

temple; the hooKed lanterns at the (irurul

Hasuga Shrine; a hooked boat or ereseent usi'd

,is a flower container. These forms seem endless

il one tries to count them. They are not hooked

high to be ia/rd up at; each ot them is lu-ld

lo\\ eliougli lor \ ieu ing. This form is used e\rn

in recreation sucli as lishing or \\hen making a

snowball by rolling a piece of charcoal lied

\\ith a cord over the snow, a game that the

children of the northern country play.





Krms of tension (IIAMI-- #;): ^ jl ^r kites or

sails of boats, there arc things to be unfurled

!){(! l)l \\IIld I.lKe b(>\\s ,'liul sIKlIVS, tlieie

.in- thing* tli.il are put into ti-nsion hy thr

strength of string. Tin-si- forms an 1

< iv*itfl on

llu- ha.si.s that tautiH'ss rontains fori'i-. Anil the

Xo/o and sanit'sen, depending on the tension of

the stretehed strings, will produce sounds.

Theivtore \\hen thi\se forms lose their tension

they slacken and hiromc disarranged; nothing

remains. In contrast, one type of tea container

or ilo\\er \asr is ralh-d "hro.id bottom";

though the term became a name for this form,

there is no particular tension acting upon the

\ase to push it outwards, as the name might

suggest. It represents the opposite of tension.
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Forms which spread (SHIKI $t) : When a reed

mat or a (|iiilt is spread out, it is done so with

the e\pe< Mtion th.it something \\ill he plated

on it. A mm- spreading out is no different from

placement; however the Japanese term "to

spread" assumes always ihal something will he

put on it, the weight of which will have to he

supported. A circular mat or a cushion is made
to lake the \\cighl of someone \\ho \\ill sit

upon it. The Japanese term ".spread tray," with

its folded edges made ot thin \\ood, already

incorporates the word "spread" in it. Pastries

are riot simply put on a dish; a leaf from a tree

is spread under them. A form such as this is

perhaps common <>nl\ to Japan.
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Forms of Curve

Whether or not it is possible to ascertain one's future or

character

by muling his palm or his physiognomy,
I rrally do not know.

Hut what reveals

clearly one's heart more than anything else

is expression.

So an actor expresses his feeling with the east of his eye and

the way he sets his lips;

and a woman pencils her eyebrows, puts on lipstick, and makes

up her face.

What decisively sets the Kabuki actor's make-up
and the expression of a Nob or Kagura mask

is the sweep of curved lines or curved surfaces.

The curve is a form that expresses outwardly
the inner spirit and inner power.
In order to know the spirit of a race

it is necessary to turn our attention to the curves appearing in

its culture.

In contrast to all other forms,

the curve is rarely controlled by artistic intent, characteristics

of technique,

or nature of material;

most freely,

most directly,

the < ur\e appears
where it easily reflects

what lies within one's heart.

While the old architecture of Japan originated from the wooden

structures of China,

why is it that the curve of the roofs

came to be so gracefully elegant r

What is the source of this difference

between the gently graceful curves of Japanese roofs

and C 'hine.se roofs, which curve upward sharply at the end?

Whence does the difference in the curves of old Chinese

broadswords

and of Japanese swords arise?

With various curvatures,

the ends at times bend upward,
and at time's bend downward,

exposing inner character on the surface,

illuminating inner power on the outside;

each curvature will settle into its own curving form.
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Forms of circling (MARU ->L) It is not known
undci \\hat circumstances tin- national flag of

Japan became tlir circle of tbe MIII, or \\hal it

tries to symbolize. Nonetheless, what wi feel

in a cirrlc is a form of ptTtect fullness. In design
iHir linh 1

is .1 round li^uiv; lonicntric lirclrs

make the bullseyc. A design of many circles is

called a "circle-display." Many family crests

are surrounded l>v .1 urilc.
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1-orms of curvature (SOHI Jx.) : Curvature is a

form that sends out visual echoes into space.
Tin- \\ay in \\hich the curvature of Japanese
nofs ,iii(i tin- surrounding mountain ranges

pond to cat! i oilier is heauliful. '1'he curva-

tuir (if tlie lip cope <>l llu- gate of a Shinto

shrine, the curvature of the ramp of a bridge,
these send out overtones into space. The
curvatures on arms such as Japanese swords,

the hoe-shaped helmet crests, and the turnip-

shaped head ol .111 arro\\ all send to the ob-

jects they encounter sounds markedly sharp.

:,;;V^ ,,-;.,*.









Forms which rise* (MVKUKI &): The rise is a

lorm opposite to that of curvature. li im \.iture

has masculine* features that curve outwardly,
ihe lise is feminine because' it prostrates itself

in gen tii M.-NS | his i oniiMst may he seen in the

di tie-rente in echoes sent lorth l>\ a i urvetl roof

and a hum|H-(l roof. The femininity of the rise

may he also seen in the ir/t/nif-\M\l women
\\e.ir ;mcl the split-bamhoo hat Huddhist

priests use \s in the letter hox, ti .1 lont.iinei,

oi' flm\i-i \ jse, this fetmmnilv appeal's in tlmsi 1

utensil.s connecti'il \\ith a gentle mode >t litr.
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Forms of FluiclitV \\<;\m:

There is saying that all living tilings flow and change.
Water tliat droj)s from the crest of the falls in the 1

deep mountain

becomes the whirling rapids \\liirh join together
and form a rushing river that flows into the sea.

In the changing aspect of nature's streams and rivers

man sees the form of his life from hirth to death,

especially the stages of growth of the spiritual life of man.

Conforming to nature's order and iluiditv,

the Japanese abstract ,iiul capture them in forms.

Why do the Japanese respond to \\ccping cherry flower,

\\isteria clusters, and willowr

Adapting themselves to downward forces,

swaying and moving with the hrcc/c that blows,

still thcv hloom with their branches laden with flowers

and grow luxuriantly lush \\ith \erdant leaves.

A design that suggests the soft casual motions made l>y winds

or swaying movements,
obedience to the downward pull of gravity, is called "weeping."
'Hie free hanging screens seen in the ancient mode of living,

the silk hanging dved in graduated hues toward the lower

edges, the tassels used in lurniturc*,

the folds in the great trains of the ilothing, or the grand

sweeping hair style,

these are all unified In their downward forms.

When a form complies with the downward pull

not only of gravity but also of the pushing power of water

down an incline,

it changes from the forms of "weeping"
to the forms which "How."

The flow of water is captured and held in the .v///;//".v black and

white as tlif "smni -flows."

This is also used in lacquer ware;

also in pottery; the flowing form created the patterns of

dripping gla/e
so that .1 specific gla/e pattern is now known as "oil-drip";

a variation is called "rain-drip," a fortuitous and treasured

pattern created by spreading the gla/e.

And finally the "whirlpool" is a form neither hori/ontal nor

vertical,

but centripetal in its form of violent fluiditv.

Here the natural eddying tide,

the way hair grows from the center of the whirl,

the shape of a bracken sprout these are ilie sources.



Forms \\hich droop frxnr ipj): The pure
\\hitc sacred cut paper suggests something

holy; the shop curt, tin of ;i More and I hi- stage
curtain malu- one anticipate \\hat is behind

them. The hairpin used hy priestesses in their

hair, the ornaments fluttering do\\n from the

coiffeurs of geisha girls, the trailing obi of the

dancing girl -these are feminine adornments

that move \\ith tin- \\av tliesi- \\omen carry

their hodies The \\ amor's small pennants, tin-

fireman's standards hoth show a power that

is masculinely \ihrant \\ith life. "I'lii- dr< nu-

tions for the Festival of the Weaver, hung on

bamboo branches much lil\c narrow poem-
papeis, daiicr brtiiii the hirc/i , the clappers
that frighten .sparnm.s away from the paddy
tields --both are devices to make noises in the
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Forms which How (NMJAHI ,

, ). In flower

arrangement s, the branch that extends side-

ways, in contrast with the vertical axis, is

called a "floss." It extends hori/onulK and

cxp.mils. Tin.- ">w////-llos\
"

is j |iattern in art

that captures the natural l>i'ins ot sxati'i" itself.
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Forms which swirl (rxr
-
JW): The boik-d

fish-cake as well as the omelet called "Naruto-

rolls" arc- prrhaps adapu-d from ihc suirlin^
tidfs at thi 1 Narul> Straits Various lyprs of

swirl crests art' irntripftal in form. Tin-

ihundr that tlic iixrtl in a

pattern, the comma pattern used for tiles or

drums, or thr lion-mane pattern that adorns the

lod\ <>1 tin- formali/cd Japanese lion the.se

air radiating centrifugal forms \\hich suggest

something vihranl \\ith lilr.



Forms of the Natural (SOXOMAM \

Tin 1

Japanese believe that in nature's moutains, rocks, and trees

then- dwell the /'///;//', the deities.

At the <)homi\a Shrine, in Nara,

Mount Mi\\ii is the sacred object of veneration, and there is

no Main Hall to enshrine it.

To honor aged trees, sacred ropes are tied around their trunks,

celebrating their measureless life;

to nature's roek arrangements ollcrings arc- made in expectation

that the tuinti \\ill descend and dwell there;

such arrangements are called "Craggy thrones."

Natural rocks are selected for tombstones instead of c.irxed

ones.

This preference is perhaps characteristic of Japan.

In the natural stone rather than in a form carved with a chisel

the Japanese sec- an eternal vision

and creation that surpasses artistr\.

They make a garden using nature's river rocks,

rather than those prepared l>\ chisels,

because they reali/e, I believe,

that mammide geometric landscape gardens can hardly surpass

nature's landscape,

and man's geometry cannot even approximate nature's order.

To make nature one's own, instead of opposing it,

the Japanese bring nature herself into their lives

and blow the breath of art into it; lor instance,

the structure made of unbarked \\ood;

the bulrush ceiling; the gourd to put ><///' in;

the charcoal calabash; the shell-matching game that uses natural

sliel

the five-holed flute made of bamboo;

and small bits of natural materials that are inlaid in wood

or felted into paper.

l-'urthermore thev shave or polish to bring out the features

which nature's objects posses within themselves, such as the

grains of \\ood or stone;

there is no other race so much attached to these natural

objects.

And finalh, l>\ scorching, pounding, or stamping,

thev obtain and transcribe nature's texture and vestiges.

The leaf-patterned tea howl onto which the leaves are baked

and the technique of the crimson cross design baked on pottery

\\ ith nee straw

are worthv of our attention.
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Forms ot ihilui.il things (\io\o '|'
i;

)

'

I'-^rii a

sllKill roi K ill naliiM , l)\ hi-mi; jHidrd rossutsr

\\ith a <ord, brromr.s ;i "hlot'klll^ stoiK 1

,"

\\liuh IKIS tlu- |io\\cr to slop I!K trallic ot'nuui.

NtilUlill \\OM| is selected ;nul used foi the 1

iiil |)o.si
ut 1 1 ic- tearoom or tlic uk'uvc post

ol lh< % niiiin giK'slroom: ii IH-IIUIH-S tlu ltu.il

point ol llu- room, l-'urthcrniorc, i^r.iss, llou.-i s,

terns, or butln Hies i-nihuddc-d in .sluvis ol

papi-r, works oi motln'r-of-pi-arl inlaid \\iih

slii'll, ilu 1 inini<itiii-<- shrine DKidc <>l filigree

work \\itlu'IiryMH:hroa \\ing.s in.s^r

all llirsr Milllirll olijri ts, uliicli t il\\;ivs sur-

pass Mi.mnudr onrs, idptiNjif liir h< tit | end-

lessly.
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Forms of texture (IIAI>A Jft): Texture* has

history. The grains of \\ocul or stone \\hirh

hetome more distinct hy \vrjllirririi; s|H\iK of

tlir hisiory of" ITM\\ rh ;ind 1orm;itic>ii of i\ tree*

>i- rock in iKiturt-. The p;it terns hold Mian's

vision and inaKi- him ilream. '1'he maniiKide

earthen wall and tlic texture of the iron ]>ot

:irc|iiitv a patina with the passage of" time: it

-I m^ .is thiui^h ll)L'\' \\ould *;<> I i.u U id n.itnri k
.

In an effort to hidt* the inoiioionous, artitirial,

flat, smooth siirfmv, man applies lengths of

roju* lo cn'.'itc ;i rop*- design.
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Forms of impression (osiu $): When a man
ca relics ji large fish, hi- makes a fish rubbing.
When he discovers an unusual tombstone, he

makes a stone rubbing. In a tonn that copies by

patting or rubbing an objci t itself, there is a

different pleasure tban tbat in .1 pbotogr.ipb or

sketch drawn with a .vi///// brush. The Japanese
identifies himself by his own fingerprint; how
much more serious his decision is \\lun he

signs his name \\ith his blood? Tlu-i'c .in- no

people \\lio gi\e more \\holehe.n ted attention

to a sc-al than do the Chinese .md japiincse.
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Forms of Reduction (U11JIM1

In reducing something originally long,

something large, or something difficult to handle,

there arc two methods.

One of them is to make something large into something small

hy reproducing it at a smaller scale.

\V1Hn something of a large structure or pattern i.s reduced,

there is j (Might arising from the reduction itsrlf.

MiiiKituri 1 an or ininuU'ly tk it;iilrd Wc'stc-rn <lr;i\vings

\\ill |)roh;ihly stir the interest of Westerners

who ;ire physiciilly large.

In Japan, too, there are such objects: a grain of net-

on which several hundred C'hinese characters are \\ritten;

dwarfed trees; miniature rock scenes; and miniature gardens;
but they .ire merely objects ol novelty and whimsy.
The other form of reducing is

that of \\inding, bending, or folding,

tcchni<]ues which are born of functional demand

resulting in a form.

Kimonos, //</Aw/;/<j.v, umbrellas,

screens, fans these are all reduced by folding.

The hanging scroll is rolled up; thread is wound;

these are wise methods, born of necessity, for storing objects

which are too big, too long, or difficult to handle.

And for the Japanese, the aesthetic needs ofdaily life seek out

beauty

not only in the use of objects but also in the storing of them.

Thus the Kn.icU of \\inding thread tor future use creates a

pivttv ornament

by winding beautiful colored thread into a ball;

the forms of things which are ?*olled

are exemplified by such objects as ,v//.v/// rolls or the shapes of

some pastries,

The technique of folding the three-dimensional kimono or

/ui/\iinni and making them Hat

can also be used to create three-dimensional things

out of two-dimensional sheets of paper.

It is not that \\<- make them by putting cut pieces together;

in the great varietv of forms made by folding a continuous

shcrt,

there is soinelhing that (asciiutes us.
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Forms which are rolled (MAKI $?): A spool

of thread, a pretty hand-ball, or a coiled knot

of hair- .ill these are forms made by binding

string-like materials. A hanging scroll in the

alcove and a picture scroll spread across ; table,

these are rolled up and stored auay in a box.

A roll of letter paper used for writing with a

brush is unwound as one writes, and when it is

finished it is rolled up and put in an envelope.
These are forms made by rolling up flat objects.

Then- .in 1 also those forms that are made by

binding strips of hard material together with

string or cords, such as a ,v.v/i/ roller or a bam-

boo blind for a window. These are rolled or

wound up parallel to the grain.
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Forms which are creased (OKI Jff )
: The spot-

less paper strips hung before a Shinto shrine;

the it'tl ;m<l white papers folded together in the

shape of a thin strip of dried ahalonc to he

placed on a gift; the incense wrapper that pre-
serves the perfume o| the incense; and tin-

felicitous thousand paper cranes, to mention a

few- these are some forms created by folding

paper. These forms .ire nude not only of paper
but also of thin pieces of \\ood: for insuuuc,

small .square trays, platters \\ith folded edges,
and small folded hampers. The umit noble's

headdress folded in various styles at the top
and the straight-line hat made of a circle of

\\attle folded in t\\o must have heen .1 dandy-
ism of ,i .sort. Folding fans and screens which

one folds to put a\vay constitute important
forms of folding.
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Forms by Twisting '.HI- Y.'.JHj

In topology OIK* of tin- first propositions

is railed tin- sash of Mohius.

When a paper tape I
s* twisted once and hoth its ends are pasted

together,

this tape IKIS Mi'itluT tin inner nor an outer surface.

Kven with ;i Muttering, thin pice*- of tape

which is t\\ istcd once,

a strange geometric <|iialit\ is gixen to it.

In this instance the form of the twisted tape

is still thiit ol'thc original tape;

if the tii|M' is l \\isted in;inv tiini's

the form nuiy clumge com|)let(
i

ly.

An<l i sheet of pii|>er, \\hen criun]>led het\\een tlie pulins oi

hoth hands

and then spread out, becomes a textured surface.

It is no longer the same in form hut completely different from

the original paper.

What is termed a form jiHivted 1>\ t \\isting is a form \\hich

results from such a process.

The materials do nut change at all,

hut the forms change completely.
First let us take twisting and isxining;

III the ne\\ forms

the forces \\hich were applied to create them

remain as lovely lines and streams on the surface.

Next, dappling and crumpling: in the forms so made

the record of the forces applied remains as protuberances

prominent on the surface.'.

And finally,

as a carpenter planes \\ood

very fine thin shavings appear,

fri/./.ling, curling, or curving;
this is a form entirely different from that of the original .solid

\\ood.

Scattered throughout the central and western parts of the main

island of Japan,

the "half-finished whittling" offered on the altar on January !.">

is, as its name implies,

made of a \\ooden stick whittled by a small knife. It is whittled

part of the \\ .i\

upward from the base and downward from the top.

Though the stick is the same slick,

its appearance undergoes a complete- change through the simple

technique of whittling.



Forms of twisting (MIM.IU fti): Whrn money
is plaeed hefore ,i Buddhist altar, one puts the

roin on a piece of paper, twists it hard, and

prusfnts it as an ofti-riiip. This, in just that

ionn, is rallrcl ,i "lioly t \\ist." In summiT,
when n cold tourl is served to .1 guest, it is

offered in the form it tdkt-s \\hen the <
%old \\ater

is \\rung our from it. This is tailed o>7///wri,

meaning "something \\rung." By wringing,
a plant' is made 1 three dimensional, upon whose

surface there runs the wrung lines of foivu.



Forms of" twining (YOHI j$): Twining a nar-

nm strip of Japanese rice paper up and up with

<m s liMgvrlips tiejtes .1 paper string'. \VIirii

M\t> of tin-in arc entwined, they iH-innu- a

^ironp roni. Similarly when rice stra\\ is u.sed,

it lu-comrs a .stra\\ mpi- or ha\\srr. A sacred

rope with tufts of straw or strips of paper is an

enduring form in which power has been gath-

ered, and there is no resemblance at all to the

original piece of thin paper, slender straw, or

string.
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Forms of dappling (smnoni $?): When a

portion of white doth is pinched, tied firmly

\\ilh .1 str'mu, and dyed, the dye does noi iea h

that portion pinched by the string. When the

string is united, that part remains white 1

,
and

the material retains the- piiuhed shape. Th.it

portion is dimpled, While a design is solemn d,

the smooth material is uneven on its surl.uv

.md its texture is enrii lied. In ta\\n-da|ij)le one

enjoys the clustering of such protuberances.
With a larger dappled pattern we make the

material smooth OIK e more and tal\e pit JMH'I

from Us design. And even u ifh m.itcri.ils \\hich

cannot be pinched, because liicy are harder

than paper or cloth, there are patterns copied
from this design ;md called "dappled pattern."

* **.
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Forms <f crumpling (MOMI tf). When a

sheet of paper is crumpled jnd then spread out,

its manmadc smooth plane surttiu 1 is lost and

small irregular indentations overrun its surface.

It makes light vivid with diffused refraction

and collects a soft sheen, so different from that

of a smooth plane surface. The gold or silver

crumplc-foils achieve a sheen such as this, and

the\ lire p.isied on sliding doors. And the ir-

regular crumpled lines of those that are

smoothed out and pasted on poem-paper are

much enjoyed. When a piece of paper is wound

around the handle of :i writing brush and

pushed down from the top, it gathers up small

crinkles like those ol eiepe. 1 he paper dolls

made with this material, may be considered a

form of crumpling.
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Forms <>t sh.ixings (u/un
f'jlj )

V ,i pencil

IN sharpened 01 a dried bom to is shaved, the

outside surlaie oi the shaving shrinks, und its

rut side Irngtlirns and curls backward. Driod

honito sliavings and the thin rurU ol sliced

i)in'd<uK I'ool jn* ildic j( irs to he rii|<>\ rd ,o

ruhnarv forms ol shaving. The jrln n.itinn

stick (halt-tinished whittling) usrd in rural

areas, the bullfinch of Kyushu, and the curved

hen of Y.un.igau .ire all \\lnttled in this \\ay
and their shaxings curl backward like leathers.





Forms of Severing
1

(KIHlll \\ASHI

Orientals once burned tortoise shells or animal hones,

and from the shapes of the burned cracks the\ told man's fortune.

\\
r

lua kind of cracks would appear,

none knew until it was tried.

They withered their lives

on the accidental forms of cracks on a tortoise shell.

Forms or designs handed do\\n to this seientifie age of the

twentieth century
that depend on natural or accidental broken lines or a cra/ed

surface

niiiy haxe something akin to the spirit of antiquity,

should one trace haek their history.

Hrcaking, chipping, or cracking
are extremely simple techni<|ues.

llo\ve\er, careiul consideration and planning

is all the more necessar\,

because once broken, once chipped off, or once cracked,

no longer will it be possible to bring objects back to their

original form.

XVith this thought deep in his heart,

prayerfully the potter, with his great po\\er

and bis quick striking speed,

makes the cra/ed surface glo\\ with splendor,

A basin for the garden is carved with a chisel under great pain,

and as a final touch one of the corners is deliberately (hipped
off!

Covered over \vith manmade chisel marks, this suflocated

basin

begins to breath through its chipped naturalness,

and becomes a part of nature's order once again.

In the processes of cutting, severing, dropping, removing,

although these may consist of quick blo\vs, the result does not

depend on chance.

Here technique is applied as man's imaginative power wills it.

This sense of lineal sharpness finds its expression
in such Japanese phrases ;LS "sexering the cloth/' in tailoring,

or "cutting out the hearth," in construction.

Cutting off the hair of a person entering the Buddhist priesthood
or bobbing the hair of a Japanese xvidoxv

shoxv bow deep one's feeling is.

The pennants used by warriors, ornamental gable beams of a

shrine, or the bamboo tlower vase,

all these are works created with edged tools used lineally;

and the clean-cut section extols its own beauty.



Forms of tearing (YABUIU SK): Among poem-

papcrs there is one railed yakuritsugi, meaning

"tearing and putting together"; that is, the

fragmented paprr is put bach together \\itli

p.istr. and Us ,u i

nlc-Fiitilly
i'1-eated linrs \\iih

torn eil^cs tire usril as ;i hai Kt> round design for

the writing of a Japanese poem. The fissures

appearing on lankier work, the era/ing eraek-

les in poreeLiin, tlu-sc .nr horn of the ditterenee

in the expansion rate- l>c-i\\een the hasi- male-

rial and the surfau- |>;nnt or gla/e. And \\e

i-n|o\ the small fissures. The resisting pouer

of tho cracked material that endured as hest it

could is expressed in these random lines.
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Koniis of splitting (\\\m '/;!]): Chopsticks
arc used in pairs A length of \\ood is split

half-\\;iy inti> i\\o JMI-IS ;ind \\ lu-n usinjr is spin

completely in two. Once split and u.scd, they
are discarded and never used again.
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Forms of rutting (KIKI Uj): The ends of the

diagonal ornamental gable beams of the (Jrand

1/umo Shrine arc- cut perpendicular to the

ground, and those of Ise's Inner Shrine, hori-

y.ontally. \Vhni theiuf is MTTK.I!, thr pointed
end of tile heain sends up its splendor to he,i\ en;

\\hen the cut is hori/ontal, it calls for uhuls.

The hamhoo used to decorate gates at the New
Year .ind the flouer \,ist- in.ide of hamhoo
ilhisti\ite the shar|> lieaut\ of ut sei-iions. \

floxxei \.isr in.ide frin j l).jiiih<>> trunk \\iih

hoth ends i ut off, lea\ in^ one joint l>ct\\een, is

callel a "short waist"; with an opening i ut out

in the top section it heroines the- "lion's

Ilioiltll": .111(1 \\ill) ,1 <ui srctioh hrlucen t\\o

nodes it is (.died ,i "hamhoo-duplcx." Depend-
ing upon the

\\,iy tin 1 cuts ,uv nude, great
interest arises from the \aiious sections.







Forms ofTransfiguration /I SHI

Is it possible id discover something characteristic of ton us in

Japan
that continually change their appearance and expression?
In contrast to a Western tendency to make
the original forms abstract,

and to ahstrart further from tin* abstraction,

to strengthen expression
and to go on accentuating it,

is it proper to speak of the Japanese inclination

to simplify the essential gestalt of the original form,

deliberately to reduce the number of elements, to shade, and

with overtones and reverberations

to attain a soft, spreading diffusion:

From formal stvle to semi-cursi\c st\le. from semi-cursive stvle

to cursive^ stvle,

thus the direction touard \\hich a change in appearance takes

is always evident in calligraphy, in landscaping,
and in anything that has a form.

Similarly, the heart of the Japanese
does not like an intcresccting straight-line composition,
and so creates the interior composition of a tea-room

where width and height here, there, and e\ cry where differ

one from another.

In contrast to a bridge that extends in a straight line,

boards of the same shape are arranged zigzag as in the "Might

bridge pattern";

and stone piles on which one walks across the pond are driven

in a non-orderly fashion

as evidenced in the "stepping pondstones";
thus simplification, differences, or calculated disarrangements

are the Japanese \\jys to proceed.

Flames, waterspouts, anil tornadoes rise in nature's fury

and are perceived first for their very violence.

Then they an- fixed into art forms like the "flame drum/' the

Kudo's nimbus,

the pagoda's ornamental linial, and the "cloud dragon design."
The cloud pattern painted on the ceiling of the Kamosu shrine

makes it seem as if the building that could not be lifted from

earth

is made to touch heaven.

However, in contrast to these violent forms,

perhaps the balmier wafting clouds or spring ha/e or heat

\\a\es

will next capture the Japanese heart.

Nuances like "fragrant e," "dawn-like shading," or "dapple-

shading"
are not concentrating forces but, rather, expanding gradualism.
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Konns of simplification (M/ISIII f/'j):
Kroin

things atigular and powerful to those gentle
and roundish this seems to be the trndrnrv
of form rlian^t* in Japan; tor example, from
the rigid formal style of writing, through the

semi-cursive style and umard the \\orld of the

rursivr style
1 of the feminine hand; and \\ords

that arc thus madi- mrsixe \\ith heautitiilly

graeeful curves arc 1
1 ast into a mold and become

a catch for a sliding door. And all varieties of

crests >r patterns lose their o\\n original forte

as they .uv made cursives yet they grow into

forms that appeal to gracefully refined senti-

ments.



Forms of difference (rmcsAi
-
jfe): There is n

form of shelving culled "staggered shelves."

Boards are not )>ui across in a inonotonousl\

straight line; instead, t\\o hoards are placed,

high and low, at different levels, overlapping
each othei in tin- middle. Wide hoards or large

stones of the same si/e staggered and joined

togi'thrr, inaKr an "eight bridge pattern." At
,i trliritous or sail nioiiicnt srvrral floor mats

of the same si/e are spread out in ditlrrenl

patterns, according to the oeeusion.
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Forms of disarrangement (MIDAHK- SI): In

ihr picture scroll of The Title nf (jrnjj, then* is

the literary section tailed "the disarranged

\\ritmg" \Viih a beautifully llo\v ing cursive

style \\ords arc \\ritlen, one overlapping

another, in such .1 m.mnrr that tlu- anguish of

disturbed amorous feelings is expressed

through the form of words, which are arranged
to hring out the meaning of the passage. '1 he

stone piles driven into a pond irregularly con-

trol the movements of one who crosses on

them, perhaps affecting also his state of mind.
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Forms of shading (UOKASHI -ft.) : Whrn one is

ga/ing iit Mount Higashi. Mount Kita, and

other mountains thai sun omul Kyoto, a haze

appears at unexpected places, tlien it fades

a\\av. It has such charm that it seems almost

staged. Tin' \nni/ smudges, the mists of Japa-

nese paintings, the cloud drifts of the picture

scrolls all of these probably originated from

such delightful, natural phenomena.

lid
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Glossary

page 8 KAKOI W
Enclosure

12 BUTSUGA
Buddhist painting

KATACHI j^/ife

Form

EDO KOMON jT-n'M*
A dainty textile design of the Kdo period printed by
a paper pattern with countless holes in it made by
a gimlet tip

MONSHO
Family crest

14 KYOKU Jffi

Pole

CHOTEN
Apex

15 KATA Xfc
Type

KOJI SS!i

Tea garden lane or path

SUTKISIII tfiff

Literally, "cast-oH stone;" used to break the monot-

ony of formal stone arrangements

TOHIISHI

Stepping stones

22 EMAKIMONO
Picture scroll

KASUCJA ZUKUKI
Kasuga style building

KENCiA iB*
Linked or chained verse; the classical type consists

of )<K> links

24 SOKOBAN V P x< v
Abacus

page MO

JUZtJ

Rosary (Buddhist)

NAMIMOYO
Wave pattern

TATEUOSHI fc

Vertical lattice work

37

38

43

44

46

50

EN |ft

Veranda

HANAMIOII
A wooden \\alK\\ay i-xtfuding from the stage to the

rear of tlu- auditorium, used in the habuki drama

HASIIKiAKAUI S/0.0
A wooden walkway extending from the rear side of

the Nob stage to the greenroom

NOBEDAN fcPJft

A paved garden path

SODKGAKI ftbhi

A privacy leru*e

SI 'NOKO-KN Jf<T> -TJt
Bamboo veranda

TANZAKU ISHI fe/HBTi

A narrow, long stone in the shape of the poem paper
called tan/.aku

ICHIMATSl i|ft

Check

YONHAN V\iT-

Checkerboard j>attern, tilted 45

UCHIWA J54

Fan

HUMADE < i -c

Hake usually made of bamboo

He'd and white paper strings tor tying presents

AYATOKI
Cat's cradle

SUDAKE m
Bamboo blinds

AJIHO
Wickerwork

AXEKLJKA
A storehouse made of logs

IZUTSU JMHJ

Well-head or cross-hatc'li

KOSH1 +ft j

Lattice
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SO SAN ft.

Cross pic< cs used tor u sliding paper door

SI 10.11 K f-

1
'ill

XT sliding doors

54 KAIU'KI yUi/U

I/mtcl or crossbar of* a gale

Nl Kl ('I

A kind of brace usually of \\ood, running horizon-

tally through holes in upright pillars

55 HAN/ASH I X;*A,SL

Hairpin

58 KAIAWASK U ,'r4 HJ:

Shell-matching

M IKASAYAMA H* \.\ I

A Japanese pastry made in the shape of Mt. Mikasa

by joining one piere from ahoxc and another from

belo\\ \\ith s \\cct bean-paste inside

MONAKA i> t\:
A Japanese pastry made by joining one piece from

above and another from bclcm \\ith s\\eet hean-

paste inside

UTAAWASK Uftrr^HJ"

Poem-matching

6'2 AH AH)

Hail; oiu- tH im iorms of colleetion consisting of dots

like hail

KANOKO ' ..'>c

Dapple; a pattern made of spots resembling those of

a faun

SAMK ;

v:v>

Shagreen: a design pattern resembling the shark's

skin

63 IIOSHI JR

Star; a pattern made of protuberunees flustered on a

surface as on a helmet top

05 OKl/rHi: jlftft

Koldi'd jwper erune

fiageim jPNIHITOK -|'^.

CVreincinial robes of lleian court ladies worn in

many layers

SKNJl T KAN'NON T f-Kl ft

The thousand-handed Ivannon

Wooden mosaic

68 ISHIVAMACilHK TTUlW
A special, elegant paper produced at Lshiyama for

\sriting jueins

A creinonial triple exchange of nuptial cups of sake

SEKKl 1

fifjlij

Doll festival in March for girls and in May for boys

70 KOGKTSl T

l >A1 |.'.J J J f f

A sand mound representing Mt. Fuji at the Silver

Pavilion in Kyoto

71 MIKOSHIAKAI fllWA.

Festival at the time of the cleaning of the* portable
shrine at (>ion in Kyoto

72 WAKA fllJU:

A fi\e-line Jajianese poem

74 TSl'/rMI ft

Hand-drum

76' HTKf'Ml --'.-:

A one, t\\o, thi'ee relationsliip

SHIOIKJOSAN I: /i
:
.

Three groups consisting of seven, five and three

units

TSl'I <i

A pair
1

; tin* c'ounterpoise of t\\o diflen*nt olijec is

81 SHOCIIIKl?I)AI Jftttffij

Ideal triad of pine, bamboo, and plum

TSI;HI TKAMK fiiiti

A crani' and turtle, an ideal pair

8.'* SANC;K ,*&/

Buddhist rite of strewing paper flowers during a

sutra reading

SIIIKISHI fc^
C'olored paper for writing poems

83 TANZAKU XUIIIJ

A long strip of poem paper

84 K1)A OH I IK) jyifi '

A folding door made <>f t \\igs

FUROSH1KI MLMft
A square cloth used for wrapping and carrying small

articles

MIXUCiAKI Jffiffi

Holy hedge

NAKAKl'(;l HI ififtf

Middle \\icket-g.ile



90

98

106-

114

page

124

125

H* TAMAGAK1 KM
Sacred fence

86* ()KOSOZ L ! K I N J3 11 rtf f] I yft f 1 1

Lady's cone-shaped head covering

91

94

131

Hrida I head covering

CHf)CHIN JBitJ

1'aper lantern

SASAK S;t

Support

DAIKOKl' HASHIItA ^/j.UI:

The pillar of" the- god of wealth

HAKKUMA 1 A S> * ;L t> fl

Frog-crotch

KAKKJIKU tlhU

Hanging scroll

.11 H:

Bridge used with string instruments such as the koto

JI/AIKOMA I'li

I'.xtc'iis'mn potliook

ENZA I'M
A rimilur mat
SOU I U
C'urvalurr

I:KIYOK r?i*tS
Woodblock print

KI TWA(;A 1A
A hoiv.shapetj rrcst used on a hchnct

KICHO /L(U

SiTccn made of free-hanging cloth

OSt'HERAKASI II kWj&
A grand .s\\cvping hair-style

SAHABIDE j^^
A bracket design used on a nob at the end of a bridge
rail

TARE i|

Literally, "weeping;" a design suggesting the soft

casual motions made by winds, or any swaying
movement in obedience to the downward pull of

gravity

NARl'KO nft-jP

C'l.ipper

MATOI 4tl^
A fireman's standard

141

146

148

152

153

154

156'

SHIDE WP
Pure \\hite, sacred paper strips

SIIISlIKiKMOYO &=f- Gm^
Tlie "lion-mane" pattern

HIDASIM Ofc'-f^
Crimson cross-<lesign baked on pottery with rice

straw

KON01IA TEN M( Mil
1

^ft.>J|

Leaf-patterned tea-bo\\l on which the ICJM-S .irt-

baked

SHIMEN AWA
Sacred rope

HAKONIXVA
Miniature garden

BONSAI frJJt

Dwarfed tree

HAHAMA ffr

A divided skirt for men's formal wear

SUMAKl I i >
Sushi roller

IC'IIIMON.11 (iASA

Straight-line hat made imin a iokk-d circle of wattle

ORI-EBOSIII #fXi*ll f

Court noble's headgear folded in various styles at

the top

KE/URIKAKE tf;Jttt

"Half-finished whittling;" an offering stick taken to

a shrine, made of ;i \snodcn stick whittled hy a .small

knife, part of the way upward from the base and

downward from the top

OSHIBOKI
A to\\el \\rung out in cold \\ater ser\c-d t<> guests

during the summer

KOYOKI z J. ')

A pa|>er string made by twisting a narrow strip of

Japanese rice paper tightly \\ith the fingertips

MOMKiAMI t *<fi -^

Crumpled jiaper used for art work

CHIC;i T /K

Ornamental cross-beams on the gables of a grand

shrine, like that at !-

NA(U THISHIA(a ,;f

A finish iichieved l>\ pounding or hitting the surface

of wood



pagr Utt MKK 1 SI

Fissures

Poem paper created hy pasting together scraps of

torn paper

17 SIIISHIGUrHI Wf-il

Literally, "lion's mouth;" a bamboo flower vase

with an opening rut out in the top section

SUNDO -tfr!

Bamboo flower vase with both ends cut oil', leaving
one joint bet \\een

170 MUKAtiO fftjft

Dapple-shading

SUSCXiO frJiffi

CGraduated shading of color toward the hem, used

for kimono material

TSl'MAMOYO &m%
Hern-lap design used for kimono material

172 rilKiAIDANA it

Staggered shelves with two boards placed at difler-

ent levels and overlapping in the middle

TATAMI ft

Japanese floor mat

174 SAWATAKHSHI mWtG
Stepping stones over a pond
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